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SOCIO.WICAL 

rtlvia E. ROTH, 

ta Of StWtgic iu&faiction, indeed most economic models of any sort, 
ati* in tertns Of tbc prd&re0CC?~ or” the agents, as captured in their 
fwcltitms. The uuderlying assumyttion is that Liz outco~c of such 
at&‘&y bp the P~~&SCCS, togder with the strategic ~&bilitie?a 

atiiabk to the t4. a @Up#C Of this paptr is tkb chalhnge the ade%~acy of this 
ievestipGng it in the spedii cx wx1 of *WC+p-peisou barga::,in~. In 

her certain cxpesimcatal resdfb reported tarlic r can be 33zounted 
.fer~’ prditteoAxe and strategic possibi&ics, and we report a hew 
to a~~ct this question. The res&s strongly support the conclusion 

that ti~kgbd ckrctor~, untehd to what we nc~rmdy consider tcl be the ‘economic” 
pSalzSWzs cf I game, c&n de&b&y ii&eBce the OilitXXtBZ of ttargainine, in a systematic 
nWJnef* 

Most gaane-theoretic models of strategic interarGon, and indeed, most 
economir; ;nodels of any sort, specify potential outcoirX3 errtirely i3 tems of 

the prefmences of the agents, as captured in their (possibly cardinal) utilit;, 
functions. The undertying assumption is that the outcome ?f such 
interact&as is determined entirely by these preferences, tlugether with the 
strategic po&btiities available to the agents. The purpose of this paper will 
be to challenge the adequacy of this assumption ic general, by invcstigatin,;, 
it in the so-&& context of two-person baqfgainir g. In particular, we wiil 
consider whether the experimental resoits report& in Roth and Malouf 
(1979) can be accounted foi strictly in terms of’ players’ przferences and 
strategic p~yaicllifities, and we will report a new experimental study designed 
to answer tbig qua&m. 

In slngb~rw~ de&ion problems an individual’s choice is completely 
molbcl~ ‘my his utility function, the ftible action& and their consequenws. 
Ii8 economic mrrdtls of per$ecC cmnpetitkm agr;r;;s are assumed to act #as 
price-takers. Qnce prices have been determined by the market, the Oroblem 
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to determine whether the phenomena originally reported by Roth and 
Malouf (1939) are in fact caused by strategic considerations, :-zK! can 
therdort bc modekd by structural information about the gaze together 
with i&rma~ion about the play@ prekrqnce~ It is perhaps appropriate to 
mention rtt thie p&nt that, b&m conducting this experiment, ~2 expectA 
that the data would be consistent with ti purely strategic theory of 
bq@ning. Howevex, the results clearly indicate that non-strategic, 
‘~ialosicalf ftitors qlay a decisi,ve role ’ This conclusion and its 
implications Evt! bimw3d in wXim 6. 

Cmpemtive goes we customarily modelled by specifying the set of 
f‘errslible utility payoffs attainable by each noA:-empty subset of players for its 
memkrs. Following I’dash (1950), the two-player bargaining ganle!; 
cons&red here are modekd by a pair (S,d), wher-e d is ti point in the plarle, 
and S is a compact convex subset of the plane which contains d and at latst 
one pdnt x such that x’ >d. The interpretation is that S is the set of feasible 
expazted utility payoffs to the players, any one of which can be achieved if it 
is agreed to by both players. If no such agreement is reached, then the 
disagreement point d is the result. 

Nash proposed that bargaining between rational players be mocklled bj 
means of a function &led a solution, which selects a feasible outc:ome for 
every bargaining game. That is, if we denote the class of all two-player 
bargaining games by B, a solution is a function f: B-+R* such that f(S, d) is 
an element of S. Thus a solution is a model of bargaining which tispends 
only on the information about the underlying game which is contained in ihe 
model (S, d 1. 

In order to insure that such a theory of bargaining would depend only on 
the information about preferences contained in a player’s utility function, 
Nash furthe? proposed that a solution should possess the fdowing property: 

P rsper#y 1. Independence of equivalent utility representations: if (S, d) ana 
($*a) are bargaining games such th’at 

%iu 6~~I~rrri~~ mny ba fat fcart loasdy) cornparable to the discovery by cognitive 
p~ycl;\atO&t~ l A& r4~can;h~n in artificial intclkigcnce cf. Brausford and NcCarrell (1975)) or 
.-.%dy (1975 that cmtaxt plays a cr1.44 role in understanding natural language, and that the 
matfiiq of A sentence depnds un mm than its linguistic structure. (For example, the gntence 
‘Plows prrsg tS\ia; tit’ obviiouaty km a di&rtat maming when you are spaking to a tailor than 
when you WC q#alr;inl$: to a Jawy~.) !%nil&y, WC; till demonstrate here that the outcome of a 
g&me depend? on WIO~C than its economic structure. 



kcaU that an indktid.ual t”s utility fun&on lpi is a real-valued function 
defined on the set of altemattives A. It is a mcxkl of his choice behavior, in 
she sense tfr,.tt u&.z)>~I#) for two altematives c1 and iii if and only if he 
p&&s u to &; i.e., if and &y if he would chw altemative 4 when faced 
with the chske between u and b. Van Neumann and Mxgenstem (1944) 
demonstrated conditions on IUI individual’s ipreferenm which are suficicnt 
sa that &s &h&e behavior over risky alternatives is the same as if he were 
ma-g the expec&d vzdue af his utility function. Such a uMity functic,n 
is uniqt~ly d&ned only up to an interval scale,, which is to say that the 
cn-igin @era p&n~~) and unit crl’ the utility fun?=tian are arbitrary. Tlms if ut is 
an expc~ted utility fun&on representing individual r”s preferxxrces, thlen 
an&xx utiity fbncx~on U, rqmsmts the smne preferences if’ and oniy if’ 
q =u+q + b;,, wbxe aq; is a pc3sSve number. 

!So Prqxxq 1 states that if a game ($b) is derived from (S,d) by 
transfoxmjng the utihty functk~s of the players to equivalent representations 
of their preference, then the same transformations applied to tble outcome of 
the game (S, d) should yield the outcome seletsoed in ($, d). That is, if (s, a) is 
given by 

vhere vii-1 qui + bi for i = %,I& ati if aI solution f yields f(& d) = (ul (b), uf @I)), 
then Property 1 requires thet ~r($ a)= (t)Jb)&b)), ix., that the payoff 
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predicted by the solution 4 should correspond to the same alternative b in 
botk ~UIXS. Thus Broperty 1 states that a solution should demnd only on 

thDsc properties of the utility functiona which represent the preference; of the 
players, md not on thy arbitrary ferLtturzs of the utility functions. 

Nash ft950) &MI pr~po~& three adtiitional properties which, together with 
PrOpWty $, eharlrcttrizc: a un;que solution (which is often referrer. to as 
N~b’s solution). Other additional properties hav:: subequently been used to 
characterize otirer sFific solutions, and the subjat has inspixd a 
~~ns~de~abl~ amount of resa.rch [see Roth (1979) for a survey]. However, we 
*+Gll be concerned her{2 with the general class of solutions which are defined 
on the class I? of barg,lining games, and which possess Propertv 1. 

A theory of bargaining embodied in such a solutior makes two 4istinc:t 
(but related) predictions. First, since the solution dewnds only on the utility 
payoffs avruiable to the players, it yields the same pr&ction for L given 
game (S,d) no matter how that game arises; e.g., whether the gamt’ a&s 
from bargaining over a set of alternative5 A bq individuals with utility 
functions @I and tcz, or from bargaining ti ver an entirely different set of 
alternatives A’ by individuals with appropriate Ltility functions. That A, such 
a solutir)n prec%icts that b.!rgaining siltuations which hnve the same 
representation (S,d) in utility space will result in th4: sa_me utility pa!foffs to 
the players. Second, if ($2) is related to (S, d) as in the staterpcnt of 
Property I, then the ,aoh.tion predicts that the utility payoffs resulting from 
the two games will bc related as in Property 1, regardless of whether (9.8) 

differs from (S, 13) onl> by a purely formal transformation [as i:l eqs. (1) and 
(1’)], or whether the two games have substative differences, as when they 
arise from bargaining over different sets of alternatives. 

Thus, to ft.2 extent that appropriate games can be constructed, 
experiments car be lzondrocted to test the predictive value of solutions which 
are defined on the class B, and which are independent of equi\alenr utilitir 
reprewntatioas. The next section briefly reviews such an experiment, 
originally r;eponed in Roth and Malouf (1979). 

Sin* the clans of theories conside; in the previous section are defined in 
terms c?f the players’ utilities, experiment 4 tests of such theories must be 
constructed in ij uay which permits the players’ uti?itie: to be determined. A 
novel feature of’ thz e>.periment reported ;In Roth and Malouf (1979) is that ‘t 
employed gamc~ C;I);Is~LruCted in 3 way which permit?. th: utility of the player!< 
for each autcanre to be d~terrn~r~e~~ c ire&y. In order to zxvlaiq how this was 
~~~~n~~~i~~?~~ ,t aill by helpful tc~ recall prmkely what information is 
contained in an ex,$XX%Xl utility function. 

Consider the ca$c in which thl: set A of afternap,iv:s wntsins elements a 



3.1. Riwy lotte#=y gfmes 

Since imowing an individ >*lai’s exp:tti utility for a given agreement is 
q?&&nt to knowmg what lottery he or she thinks is as desirable as that 
agreemerit._ then in a .b@ig game in which the feasible agreements are 
the app~ qriate kind of Iotteriti, knLowi\lg the utilities of the players at a 
gina a.gz-amcnt it: eq&faIcnt to simply knowing the Iottcry they .have a treed 
on. 1n e+&ch gaua: of this exlpgriment, therefore, players bargained ovet the 
pmbatd~ty thai; they would receive a certain monetary prize, possibly a 
d&rent prize for ach playt:r. 

S$&&yg they bargained over hov to distribute ‘lottery tickets’ that 
woj&d dlet~mine the probability that leach player would win his or her 
pG--SorEal hi.4 my (i.e., a player who rec&*ed 40 ‘x of the lotte.ry tickets woruld 
have a 40% chance of winning his mclnetary prize and a 60 “J, chance of 
winning nothing). In the event that no agreement was reached in the allatted 
tint, each plan;er nxxived nothing. In other words, a player receiwadl his prize 
only if IM aqeement was reach& on splitting the lottery tickets and if he 
wo13 the eusaling lottery. CMherwiiw he received nothing. WIT wi!l refer to 
gages of this tY”pe, in whic’h each player has only twa wssible monetary 
pqo& a!! tpinoqr latt4Yy guws. 

To interpret the set of .k;lsiblz crsrtcomes of a binary lottery game in terms 
of MA @q&s utibly furk$ion for money, recall that if we consider each 
phqr’s uility function to be nornralimd so that the utiltity for receiving his 
@.zi: is 1, and tite utility for receiving nothing is Q then the player’s utility 



for any Mtery between thf+se two alternatives Js the probability of winning 
the lottery.* Rat IS, an qgrement which give< c? ~b,ver D percent of thz 
lotxry tickets gives him a utitity of p? 

Note thy a chat~ge irx the prks is therefore equivalent to a change in thti 
;cafc uf the plsy&s uti&y fuadm, This ma&z it pssible to use bi3arl 
~~~~~ games t 2 txperimcn~~lly investigate the Mxmstances under which 
tk wagoning pr~ess can indd be descrikj by a solution which i! 
indqx8xknt of quivaient utility representations. 

Esh player plaqed four games, in random order-, against differen t 
opponents. Each player played all four games under one of two itiormatioll 
conditions: full i@otmatian, or partial informa,tion. In tke full ir;fbrmatioll 
con&ion, each player *rpras informed of the value IDf his own potential priz: 
and of his opponent’s potential prize? In the partial information conditior. 
each player was informed only of the value of his own prize.’ 

Pie yers were seated at isolated computer term-nals, and were allowed tc ) 
cor~~unicate freely by tdeiw. but they were unaware of the identity cf 
their opponents. (The only limitations on free communication were that 
playrrs were prevented from identifyil . g themselves, or from conveyin.{ 
infor!nation about the monetary value of their prizes in the partis 

*Nitc that the assumption that a player’s prefe~~~~~ are suffticntly regular to be represente 1. 
by ar expu3ed utility function is equiv8lent. over this simple s& of fcysible outcomes. to tPE: 
assumption that the player prefers a higher probability of winriing to a lower probability ( i 
wit& f kg. 

‘?% te that WC 8re conskk-ing the feasible set of r:!lity payoffs to be defined in terms af ttI:: 
utility function of clch phyer for the lottery x41kL he receives, independently of tk bar&in g 
whjclr has talcen place to achieve this lottery. ard even independently of the lottery l which h s 
opponent raxivcs. In doing so, WC 8re taking the point of view that, while the pr3gre.s of th e 
ngobatims may itiuencc the utilities of & bargainers for the agreement eventual13 rachcc 4 
the dacription of WJY C&X which this has on the 8grcement reachec! belongs in the model of 
the baypining process, nr:hcr than in the model of the bargaining &u&on. i.‘onsiderab’e 
cor~fusion in the @crwturc ks resulted from attempts to interpret bargirining modeb in turns (I![ 
the plryd utilit= for out .XMWS q&r the bargaining has ended, since no bargainina model cb r~ 
bc f&Bed by q~riffwatr.1 evidence if, afkcr an outcome has been chosen, the utilities of t1 c 
playct~. c~ull be intorprctod 3s having changed in whatever way is necessary to be consistent wi kr 
the model. In order to h. .VC prexktive value, bargaining theories must be stated tn term: I d 
potrsmtcts whkh an be measured independently of the phePiomen8 which the theories :. e 
design& to predict. fA di. cussion of the cask when a pktyer’s preferences cannot ‘u” irterpre~t d 
#s hing irdcpendtnt of his opponent’s Iottery is fount1 in section 3 of Roth and Rothblu n 
(19Ml,.] 

“%~ifir;rrlly, the prixes were common knuwkdge in this condition [cf. ‘Qoth and Murnighan 
(r980,]. 

‘tlrwc tmt in both the full infrbrnration and in the partial mformatlon conditions. tht resultir g 
games meet the usual assumption that the game is one of conrpler~ informatlon: r.e., both @aye s 
have sufftit information to determine one another’s expected utility for every ositconrc. ( If 
course 3n tk full information condition, the players have aidditional information, sincx tha .w 
know one another’s mlmetary payoi% as weli. 

JEBO-- c 



Note that game 1 is related to gan& 3, an&game 2 is related to game 4 by 
a &A& &B :he prizes, and hence by a scale’khange a~ in Property 1. So if 
the ‘bsrgahing process obqs Property 1, we should O~WIW the same 
cmxmes in these pairs of games. And if the bargaining process depends only 
on t.he set of ‘ka&ble &ity payof&, then we should observe ttc same 
outcome for ea& gam under b&i infkxmation condi;is~ns, since: l.hl= set of 
kas3jk @t&&$ @nd~I+&Mti~)‘fkd by esh player is un&cted by the 
inkaij@~-&m*~ 

_ 

.IlBeaw&_tbe d&&c~~-between t&+~obab&ies pl and p2 received by the 
90 pk* b$ D=p, -p+. If, @s Muh‘s solutjon, for instance, predicts) we 
wec(: to obsefve thi: .@~$xs divide&e l&t&y t&kets cqpajly in these games, 
W- that pl=~~==SUo/& then WC would ham, &=Q in these games. On the 
other bzkd,3f- we were to observe the playeti math amnts which 
equalized their expect& monetary payolfs, the& we wcbuld okrve D--O for 
games 1. and 2, and D=50 for g,unes 3 and 4 (corresponding to p, = 75, 
p,-23. 

“The dmtiled pmcxdw by whit b them amditions were implamwted in yrucke till bc 
dimmed irk section S, siaae thy am tsscntially rhc. saw ms those wed in the :xpcrlmm 
discwfd Ihere. 



In f;tct, the obxrvcd outcomes in the partial information condition we-e 
atremaly C~CXSZ to WI equal division of the lottery tickets, while the observed 
outcomes in the full information conditicn show& a pronounced shift in tk;e: 
direction of equal expected monetary payoffs. (That is, in the full informat .C n 
COtitjQRI in the gab ia whkh the two players bad different prizes, the 
dxseflvd agrtem@nts tendo$ to give a higher probability of winning to t1.e 
phyer with thts smalfcr prize.) T&e means and standard deviations of tLe 
observed values of D are summarized in table 2. 

Table 2 
Means rtwi standard deviations for D =: p1 - pz. 

--- 

Game 
----- 

Statistic 1 2 3 4 
*p - 

Full iahmation (I 1 p&s) 
iv 0.00 191 34.60 21.64 
SD 0.00 12 17 19.28 22.48 

Partial information (8 pairs) 
Ai O.OQ - 1.32 - 250 2.50 
SD om 8.33 4.63 4.11 

Statistical analysi: confirms that, in the partial information condition D is 
not significantly diRerent between games 1 and 3, or between games 2 and 4. 
while in the fiml; information conditirrn these di8erences are significant. Also, 
the outcomes for estch of games 3 and 4 are significantly different in the two 
information conditions.’ 

The observed outcomes in the futl information condition thus do not 
conform to the predictions of Prolwrty 1, and their difference from the 
outcomes obszrved in the partial infernation condition cannot be accountr:ci 
for in terms of the set of feasible utility payoffs. That is, the shift towards 
equal exwcted monetary pa;of& oboe -vcd in the full information condition 
of this qxximetit and confirmed in ubsequent experiments [cf. Roth ancl 
Malouf (19$0), Malouf (1980), Roth and Murnighan (1980)] cannot be 
integrated with the results of the par tiai information condition by a model 
w&h depends only on the set of feasible utility payoffs. in the next section, 
we will explore the possibility that the observed differences between the two 
it~formation conditions can be accounted for by, the fact that the si=t of 
feasible r:egotiation strategist avaiiabtt: to the players depend3 on the nature 

of the jt~~~r~~ation which they possess. 



MC&IS 6f $hf: k&d we have been considering, which define a game in 
terms of IQ fe;;sibIe utility payo& do not include a descriptbx of the 
stratesic; $G’ce~ $~$!l ,the players must m&e to ac=hicvc these payoffs. In 
t& e&e&&& $q+cd : h thk previous mtion, these strategic c:hoica 
&o&~ &i mh.ngc Of b+ @ropdsals anti 57&34&s, 

E&&&&i ijf d& i~rans@ipCb of thy b&gaining encounttrs in the 
experim2~ ;*vcal stsiiriq cWe&n&s iA ‘:hc ‘cantent of messages between 
tmounterb irt tl\e TWO information conditions. While the exchange of 
w u-a -Qorou~ in both infara’T&n conditions., only in the full 
inrorxnation c0nMcin could Wg& :stitsiu c.omparisons of the players’ 
pr&s. Not too suq,risingl~, in the full inforrqticm condition, players who 
had smaller prizes than their opponents ofIc:n pecsistently demanded more than 
h;tlf c# the lottery Wets. Since the re;sults of the bargaining in the full 
information coxxbticln were observed to sati& this demand while the results 
in the partial information condition did not, it is certCnly plausible to 
speculate that the difference bet-n ti two con&ions a be accounted for 
entirel,y in terms of the diffment kinds of strategic choti available to she 
players in the t- cl~ cqnditions. In order to state this hmthesis precisely, we 
will need to mnsider a general model of the game which incorporates 
infmtion about tk players’ strategies as well as their preferences for the 
ftible qqmrnes. 

Co&@ a &&egL *z&e1 of a binary lol~ery bame inirolving pl;lyers with 
utibty f@cti.ons U, aad Us defined on soqre set A af alternatives (lotteries), 
one of which will be *&e outcome of the game. Players 1 and 2 have strategy 
sets S, and S2, resptively, and associated wifh every pair of strategy 
choices s = (sl.+) is an outcome O(s)-=a contained in A. That is, the 

outcome of the game is determined by the outcome function 0 from the set 
S, x Sz to A: i.e., the ruks of the game are that wh player i chooses a 
st+egy s,~ froqhis str@qy set S,, and .thq combined choices of the players 
deer&x the outwIne Q in .A, which results iq: ihe utility pa.yofi’ vector 
(u,(ff);rc,(a)). We wiH. re. to qc@..a model as t)le expan8es’O stPategic form 
of a guMe; i-e, a g&e G in expaE&d st@egic fom coqsislts of the ckments 
G~(S,,.Sa,O,A,tsii&:!r we &I, adopt the cqnvention that, in a binary 
lottery ga= in-expa0ded strstegic form, the Utility functions m normalized 

‘%e (nnexpaudect) s~ategk form of a game chmsists of the atratcgy sets SI and S2 and 
pc8yu#jktiarrs II, and fl 2 such that, for cay strategy prtir $ = (s,, s2), n&j = u@(s)) for i = 1.2. 
That is, t’he fUIEX~i%] strategic form ai)f 8 game repn3ents the actual 0UtW Of the game 
only in zcrms of tk utilities 01 the plaqurs. Sine; we 41 b intwcsted in diatit\llui&rng the! 
strategy choiczs of tht players from the sat of rv.&ing outcomes (over which the pleycrs’ utility 
fbction~ arr: de-limed), we will use thft tx~.nde4 strate& form of the game, rather than 
tiapsing the functions rCi and 0 into the +(ert ‘payti function’ I?,. Although out conccm hcrc 
is ti’& &uaq iottcv games, we phrav AC discussio;i in terms af this ,generat model in order to 
make cbu k,w rbe isSue% discIll& JCW apply to~arhitrary p.am. 
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so tha:r each pl&yer’$ utility for a loi tery 1s equal to the probability it lgves 
him of winning his prize. (This mean:* that when we compare different games 
whose sets of rtlternatives involve lotteries over different prizes, we will be 
cQn;paring games delined in terms of daerent utility functions.) 

Madelileict in this way, all inform&on about the players’ preierences is 
contained in tht utility functisns U, ind Q and the set A of alternatives on 
which th ~~~~~re~s arc defined, while the strategy sets S,, S,, and the 
SWcom fun&m 0 contain the ‘st ructurat’ information about the game, 
whkh tells US how the player5 aatior s arc translatai into outcomes. That is, 
ur, ul, and A model The players’ cjbjectives, while the strategy sets S, and S, 
togethct with the outcome function 0 model the mechanism which the game 
provides for rc solving these (different) objectives. If we have a theory of 
g&ma which predicts the sutcome of a ~amc in terms of the #aye& 
preferem and the structure of the game mezhanisrn. then two garnet& which 
have th$: sarre: relationship betvr een 8’ ra:egy c hoicts, outcomes, and 
preferences will yield the same pred ction. Formally. we can express this as 
fdiOh’~S. 

Let G==&, Yz,0,A.u,,u2) and (;=1~,.~2r~rli.t;!,U*2) be two games in 
expandeu strategic form. Thzn G and c are defined to be strategically 

~quivukd~ if ihere exist transformittions Tl and 3; such that, for i = 1, 2, 
1;: Si-bSi is one-to-one and onto, a ad for every strategy pair s = (st, s2 ) in 
S, x S,, u,(O(s)):=u^,(B(8)) for i= 1, 1, where $=( & [s,), T2(Si)) Es the image 
af s under T = (‘iI, T2). Thus the tra lsfogrmations 7; and T2 can be regarded 
essentially as relabellings of the str Ltegy zt:j St .tnd S;, md the outcome 
function 0 acts on the relabelled sttategj sets s, and S, in the same way 
that 0 acts on S, and S,. 

A model of the bargaining proces ; which depends only on t3e preferences 
of the plityers and the structure of ‘heir stra-;egic possibilities woulti be one 
which made t3e sarne predictions for any two strategically equivalent games 
G and G. For instance, if we let E cenote the set of all bargaining bangs iii 
expanded strategic form, then a par:iilel to a solution of the kind cmsidered 
in ;ectrcm 2 wouid be a function g : &+R2. That i,cl, a solution g for games in 
expanded strategic form selects a feasible utility payoff g(G) for every 
bargaining game G in the class E. Such a solution g depends only 0’1 the 
preferences of the players and the structure of the game if it obeys the 

following property : 

Prc~p~y 2. Invari rnc;c with respec: to strategic equivalence: If C and d are 
strategically cquivi;l :nt games, ctlen i.,(G) = gf d). 

Note thst, t&hough for simplicir y WC arc cmsidering 4utic IIS g which 
selcxlt IJ. payotr corresponding to a u tique outcome, the extetrsion of Property 
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2 to the case of solution concepts which select sets of payoffs corresponding 
to more than one outcome is straightforward. For example, the set of all 
Nash equilibrium payoffs12 of the game is invariant with respect to strategic 
equivalence since, if s = (SI' S2) is any equilibrium strategy pair yielding the 
payoff vector (ul(O(a)), u2 (O(a))) in the game G, then s=(TI(s), T2(S)) is an 
equilibrium strategy pair yielding the same payoffs in a strategically 
equivalent game G. SO, for instance, a theory of games which merely specified 
that the outcome of a game would be an equilibrium outcome would be 
invariant with respect to strategic equivalence. 

Of course, a theory of games which selects a unique equilibrium payoff of 
each game, for instance, mayor may not be invariant with respect to 
strategic equivalence, depending on whether it depends only on the structural 
information of the game, or on information about strategies and outcomes 
which is not preserved in going from one game to a strategically equivalent 
game.13 The experiment reported in the next section is designed to determine 
whether the bargaining process observed in the experiment of Roth and 
Malouf (1979) is invariant with respect to strategic equivalence. 

Since we are interested in bargaining situations which allow extensive 
communication between the participants, we will not attempt to model their 
strategy sets explicitly.14 Instead, we will argue that certain games are 
strategically equivalent by demonstrating the isomorphism between them. By 
observing strategically equivalent games, we will seek to determine whether 
the differences observed between the full and partial information conditions 
are due to the structural properties of the game, or whether they are due to 
other factors. 

5. A new experiment 

The experiment reported in this section involves binary lottery games (cf. 
section 3) whose prizes are stated in terms of an intermediate commodity. 
Each bargainer was told that the prizes would be expressed in 'chips' having 
monetary value, and each player played four games under one of three 

12 A pair of strategy choices s = (s I' S2) In a game G is a Nash (1951) equilibrium if s I is player 
I's best response against player 2's choice of S2, and s2 IS player 2's best response to player l's 
choice of SI [i.e., if UI (O(s))~U.t0(tI,S2)) for all II in SI' and if U2(0(S))~U2(O(S .. t2)) for allt 
in S2]. If s is an equilibrium paIr of strategies, the resultmg outcome O(s) is an equilibriu~ 
outcome, and (udO(s)), u2 (0(s))) IS an equllibnum payoff. 

13That is, such a theory might not select the 'same' equilibrium in two strategically equivalent 
games if it depends on information about the strategy sets which isn't preserved by strategic 
equivalence. 

14These strategy sets are mfinite, involving as they do the choice not only of the content of 
individual messages, but also their timmg. If we Wished to be able to compute equilibria of 
a bargaining game in strategic form, we would need to confine our attention to games in which 
the strategy sets are much more restncted. Some interestmg results obtained using this 
alternative approach are contained 10 recent papers by Rubmstein (1980) and Binmore (1980). 
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irlrfsltprcsloa coadit~ns: high iqfbwution, inttwmedigie iajornraiion, or low 
@@mWm. 1~ each of t*he three coflditions, W& player knew the nun&~ of 
CMp# in: his p,stcrrtiti p5242 i3fd their monetary value, but the infortnation 

ut 4&r aq.qymmt’s prize .varid &h tti infonnat~on 
mfwrrrption candim, ewh pfavcr Was informed of 

in -his qxmt&. potential prize and their 
nxdirate information conditiun, each player was 

of the number of chip in his opponent’s potential prize, but not of 
v&e. In the low information condition, neither player was 

if&&m& OS eith@ tiW aumber 0f Chips in his Opponent’s potential prize, or 
of the& vahael In ahe latter two conditions, players were prevented from 
~~~~~~ -UM rni&ng infbmtioa about the prizes (see the :tailed 
ic\eecript~On of me&c%& below). 

The four games (which were played in random order\ are summarized in 
table 3. Mote that the games w counterbalanced in the sense that, in two of 
the games, the player with the higher number of chips also has a higher 
V&WI NIX chip (and heme 3 hi&x v&w prizeb wtis is the otkr two 
gmeq the @aytr with the higher nlamber of chips has a lower value per chip 
and8 fewer vatuc prize. 

Table 3 
Games. 

-- 

player 1 

Nk~mbts Value 
of per 
chips chip 

c__-.p_ 

Gaw 1 60 w.05 
Game2 80 W.03 
Gas@ 3 loo SO.09 
Game4 I!W SO.08 

- -*_ 

Player 2 
-- - -__ 
Value Number Value Value 

of Qf per of 

Ph Chips chip P* 
m-p --m 

$3.oQ 20 w.45 $9.00 
$2.40 240 So.04 $9.60 
$9.00 300 $0.01 $3.00 

s1a.m 50 sO.01: s3.m 
- 

The experiment ha been designed to take advantage of two kinds of 
str&@ ~qthdcnm relations. First, note that binary lottery games whose 
pnizo~ ;~rxe expW in both chips and money, played in the low information 
condition of this expriment, are strategically eqtiivalent to binary lottery 
games with the same monetary prizes whose prizes are expressed in monev . 
ah& piayd ita the partial information condition of the previous 
c~p~hmts, ?‘%is follows from the filet that, under the rules of the low and 
pattia ‘information conditians, any message which is leg:11 for one kind of 
game wouId be a legal snest age fur the other, and so the c,trategy sets are the 
MUM for &T&II kinds of plormts, as age the utik; fun&i&x and the underlyirlk 
set of altarnarivcs. 



3. . me stiaegic ky;tstkesis 

As diisscd in seo&n 4, this )lypothesis states that the shift towtrrds 
equal expected monetary payoffs in the fufl information condition as 
compared to the partial information condition, observed in the previous 
zxperimmts, is due to the different strategy sets avtilabic to :hc players in 
the two cmditicm~~ Coasequmtiy, th& hypothesis prediotr that a simik shift 
will he okrved in the iwte;rdiate information conditisn ai, compared to 
the low idknatim cmditicm of this qmiment, &roe the chi-gl games played 
under these t-wa oonditions in this experiment iale stratcgicadly equivalent, 
q&~&y, to games pkq& under the fuul and partisd information 
~n&tions of the previous experiments. SpeciGially, the prediction :is that 
games played k! the low ir&rmation condition of this cxperimnt wit1 l&ad to 
agree~ntq in which the two players rcqei~ approximately qua! 
~probabtities of winning their prizes, while games played in t!le intcrrrlcdiatc 
ktformation con&ion wti lsad to argjrecmcnta in which the $ayer \~r ith the 
smaller number of chips P ill raGeivr: a si@fkantly higher probabjlity of 
winnb,g his prize than wil! his opponent, Thus the p&&ion is that tha 
observed values of D wSll not deviate siguaantiy fzom zero in any of the; 
games in the low information oondition, while in the intermcdkrtc 
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information cl,ndition, D should decrease significantly in games t and 4, an$ 
increase signiGc*li!v in games 2 snd 3. (Notice that the strategic hypothesis 
makes no prtxiction about tie high informa!ion condition of’ this 
experinaent+ tie the games in this condition me not strategically equivalerjt 

playd ~II the previous experiments. However, if the strategic 
is is; correct, the observations in this condition will illuminate the 

interaction between negotiation strategies conwrning chips zd those 
concerning monsy bemuse of the w~ty the games are counterbalanced.) 

This hypothesis seeks to account for the phenomena reported in section 3 
in t=tS of social conventions which exist among rhe bargainers. The 
underlylny idert is that in conflict situations invol /irig a wide range of 
rational potent&l agreements, social conventions may ,zrve to make some 
arguments an4 demads more cre&ble than others. Thus this hypothesis 
views frie low variance observed ir! the partial information condition of the 
ptcvious ~xperimnts as evidence that the agreement at which both players 
have AXI equal chance of winning their prizes Js supported bj a social norm 
which inclines both players to believe that their opponent may be unwilling 
to accept less. The shift towards equal expected monetary paIloffs which was 
ubs~~ved in the f&l1 information condition is viewed as evidence that when 
information about the monetary value of the prizes is available, the 
agreement giving the players equal expected payoff::; is also supporteL! by 
such a convention, and so the bargaining focuses on resolving the difference 
betweep two credible positions. l6 

By ‘social conventions’, we mean ~4 stoms or beliefs which are commonly 
shared by the members of a particular skety. In order to be commonly 
shared, such conventions must necessarily be concerned with famiiiar 
auant&s. By stating the prizes in terms of an unfamiliar artificial 
commodity (‘chips’) which conveys no information about more familiar 
quantities such as the value of a given prize or a player’s probability of 
winnirlg it, this new experimen; seeks to introduce a quanbty about whkh no 
social conventions apply. The sociological hypothesis predicts, thereforlz, that 
information about the number of chips in each prize will not af%zi the 
bargaining. Specificaliy, this Fypothesis predicts that the low and high 
inforn?ation conditions of this experiment will replicate the partial and full 
information conditions of the previous experiments, respectively, and that the 
intermediate information condition will nut differ significan:ly from the low 
i~~forrnat~~n cxndition. Thus the prediction is that D will not differ 
sig~i~~~~tl~ fwm zero in any of the games 11~ the 1~ or intermediate 
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given the option of cancelling the proposal before its ti-ansmkal. Psoposals 
were said to be binding on the sender, and an agreement wd~ reached 
W~WW~F rMtt of ihe bargainers returned a proposal identical t;l, the one he 
had jxtst XGCGVCXL 

@geri were not binding. Instead, they were used to transmit army 
thoughts whkh the bargainers wanted to c:onyey to each other. To insure 
anonymity, 4%~ monitor intercepted any mcs~~ges that revea!zd the identity 
of the pla~rs. in the low information condition and in the mtermediat: 
information co& ion, the monitor also intercepted Ttxssages containing 
restricted jnforn?atEon about the available prizes. TF,r; i Ttercepted message 
W&S returned to the sender with a heading indicating ;he reason for such 
action. 

To verify their understanding of the basic notions tbt subjects were given 
some drills f~tlowed by a simufztrr9 bargaining se~or~ ;vith the computer. AS 
soon as all the participants finkShed this PortLn of the experiment, they 
were paired at random and the bargtining s32rtedi. 

At the end of 10 nnnutes or when agreement ws reached (whichever came 
first), the subjects were informed of the rest-lts cf that game and were asked 
to wait until all the other bargainers were finish XI. For the subsequent game 
there were new random pairings, and the bal pM~?g resumed. The cycle 
continued until ail four games were completzi. i,t r-40 point in the experiment 
were the players aware of what the cthlSC.r partic ip:snts Nere doing, or of the 
identity of their opponents. 

The bargainmg prozess consisted of tne exchange of messages and 
proposals, and participants were instructed +a1 ‘J our objective shou!d ‘IX to 
maximize your own earlings by t.ikiqp ,$vanl age of ihe special features of 
each session’. Only if the bargainers re;lchcd ageement on what percentagp 
of the ‘lottery tickets’ each would receive w?re the!,/ allowed the opport.dnit:l 
to participate in the battery for the particular game being play&. Ai1 
transactions were automatically recorded. 

The lottelies were hel.4 after all four games were completed, and each 
pla-pr was informed of the outcomes and the amount of his winnings. A brief 
explanation of the purpose of the experiment was then given. and the 
subjects were offered the: opportunity to ITI&: PC remet%, ask questions etc., 
and were directed to the manitor who paid them. 
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Fig 1. Means for the fpwf by information intaracticm. 



positive score for D in th;: full infcrmatkn condition). The interaction was 
analyzed furth*:r by asses~,ing the simple main effects of information within 
each game. These results, all shown in table 4, indicate that the players’ 
outco- signifikxmtiy C:Ser& from one another (and from zero) in each of 
the four g,zzmr~. Past hoc tests for thesti efkcts indicated that the high 
inforrmttion conditions diffkred signifkan\ly from the low and intermediate 
information cc&itions in each game. No lother dit~erence:; were found. 

Tab 4 
Mzxm dikrence scores (Df for the games by iu%r nation interaction (2nd 

the associated simple effc cti). 
_-- -- --.- -- -~- 

f nformation Simpe efkv 
__ - - .____---___- __P_.__ 

Game Low fntermediatc High F df PC _-I_____--.- 
1 - 0.Q 2.&J& - 17.50, 7.1’7 2.30 0.01 
2 1.00, - 2.85, - 28.67, 14.M 2.3c 0.001 
I5 Ow# - 3.20, 22.42, 10.49 2.25 0.001 
4 -0.7ib 6.36b 27.60. 1002 2.2x 0.001 

--- 

‘Cells with common subscripts, within each game, are not significantly 
difkrcnt from one another (a = 0.05) Gng the Newman-Keuls procedure. 

Additional analyses, cL\mb7r,lns the Lta frolj the current study \;wi!ll the 
data from the Roth and M&uf (1979) study, t-z.,ted the differences predicted 
by the strategic and sociolo$cal hypotheses. Both hypotheses 3uggcs.r that 
the data from the partial informat’on condition in the Roth snd Malouf 
(1979) study and the data from the 1 xv information condition in :he current 
study will be equivalent and will not differ from equal probability outconles 
(i.e., D =O). Using genes as ;A four level factor” and the data f%n the two 
studies as a second factor in :J betwtxn effects analysis of vanance, the restilts 
showed no significant difl’erences between the two studies or among ihe four 
games. The data (see tables 2 and 4) show almost no departure from. D =O. 
Thus, when plkkyers have n10 information about their opponent’s payoffs, 
equal probability outzomcs predominate6 in both studies. 

Thi: strategic ;“,y+hcsis predicts that the outlzomes in tk intermediate 
inforn&ion condition in 3e present study should be simikr to the outucmes 
abservti in the fill information c;~,.‘i?jo~l in the R 6 and Malotlf (1979) 
study. In 0ihci \:*ords, the njovement awey from ~3 equal pro’xb)hty 
outcome -k;rs~ed in the IWh md Malouf (?5)79) study 1s predicted to bc 
observ& &gain u the internvxk~te informkm ccmdGm~. The sociologicai 
I~ypothesia, on the other rr;rnd, predicts that s.he Roth and Malouf (147% 
data from the i’ulf ,nforrnatrnn condition will bs);c3 sin&r TV the datti in tbl:: 

‘qhe four gam e.; in the two studies are not comparabie; thts factor was itxlude~ orl’y 1,) 
increase the ability to diagnose the cause of any signifiiznt effects +!.af might have resulted. 
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high Information condition of this experiment, and that the intermediate 
mformation condition of this experiment should Yield results that are not 
,igOlfi~anlly different from the partial information condition of the previous 
study. Pnor to statistical analysis, the data from the current study were 
Iramformcd to control for the differences between the games. In particular. 
equal expected monetary value outcomes in games 2 and 4 were 80-20: 
equal expected value outcomes In games I and 3 and in the unequal payoff 
game!> of the previous study were 75 25. Thus, the data in games 2 and .. 
were transformed: the analyses compared the proportions of movement from 
equal probability ~phts toward equal expected value splits in the two 
.. tudl~. 

The results are very clear. For only the agreements, a test including the 
data from the unc'Iual payoff games in the full information condition of Roth 
and Malouf (1979) and the intermediate information condition from the 
prC'oCnt study indicates strong differences in the outcomes: F(1.68)=23.56, " 
.:' U.(X)OI: the tcst comparing the same Roth and Malouf (1979) data and the 
high Information condition of this experiment reveals almost no difference: 
f' 0,(3) < l. ns. Consulting tables 2 and 4 clearly show the similamy of the 
data for the Roth and Malouf full information condition and the data from 
the full information condition in this study. In addition. the simple main 
effC(;ts analysis of the current data also show the marked differences between 
the full and intermediate information conditions. Thus, the sociological 
hypothesis is strongly supported. 

6. Di~u,-\ion 

The results of thiS experiment provide strong support for the sociologICal 
hypothe~ls outlined in section 5, and clearly demonstrate that the 
opportunity to strategically employ arguments concerning the monetary 
prlLe~ has a markedly different effect than the opportunity to employ 
strategically equivalent arguments concerning the value of the pnLCS as 
exprcs.1ICd In terms of the artificial commodity. chips. Interestingly, this 
difference does not seem to be due to an unwillingness of the bargainers to 
ad\'ancc arguments in terms of chips; informal analYSIS of the transcflpts 
reveab ~traking similarilies among the messages in the intermediate and high 
mformation conditions and in the full information condition of Roth and 
Malouf II (79), 

In each of these conditions, the apparently disadvantaged player i.e .• the 
player whose prize: consi~tcd of fewer chips in the intermediate information 
Condition, or the player whose priLe had the smaller monetary value in the 
full and high information conditions frequently argued that he shOUld 
rcccl~e il larger probability of winning than his opponent, in compensation 
for hIS smaller prize. and claimed that he would insist on doing so. The 



fmlut:nt tm;pOtM of the apparently advantaged player was that a fifty-fifty 
divisbn of the lottery tickets lo&cd reasonable to him, and that he wol>ld 
take nod&g-l~~. gut. 85 the results of the oxperimeat showed, this potential 

XBB&& di%!rentIy in the &&rent conditions, In the 
on, the phtyer with the smaller number of 
demand for a higher probabi.lity and accept 

IM musil probability of winning, while in the high information condition, and 
in the full idk~~~tiotr condition of Roth and Milauf (1979), the player with 
the hi ~aiwrd prize tended to back off from his demand fcr ar equal 
probability &XXI wpt a smaller probability of winning (cf‘, table 4). 

Tn \%w of’ the fet that ‘disadvantage& bargainers were so successful in 
obtaining higher probabilities in the higi int’ormarioa condition by 
employing arguments concerning money, and thst they employed 
&rate@&@+ quivalent arguments concerning chips ir; the intermediate 
inform&on condition, it is all the mart surprising that arguments 
concerning chips had no statistically sign&ant effect on the mean observed 
agreements, Of course, in the intermediate information condition thert: was a 
very small tendericy observed in each of the four games for tile player with 
fewer chip:; to get a higher probabilitv of winning (cf. fig. 1). But, as the 
figure makes clear, evec if this should prove to be a reliable effect, it is an order 
of magnitude smaller than the correspondiig effect observed in the high 
information condition which resulted in players with a sm,+ller monetary 
prize receiving a higher probability. Thus the difference between the 
outcomes observed in the high information condition and those observed in 
the low information condition cannot bt: accounted for by mod& 
constructed entirely in terms of the feasible utlhty payoffs and strategy :eis -Bf 
the players. Instead, the outcomes depend, 10 a significant degree, ofi the 
sociological cofitent of the shared information and the feasible messages. 

Further examination of the transcripts sheds some light on this 
sociological content. In a high proportion of the bargaining encounters, 
notions of t;rluity and fairness Nere invoked by the bargainers in support of 
their positio~ts. Them notions were invoked strategically,20 presumably to 
enhance the credibility of a bz*ga.iner’s demand. Viewed in this way, ihe 
rcsuits of thtt experiment suggest that the reason strategically equivalelit 
argr..mants did no: have the same effect in different information conditions is 
that dirtrent notions of equit; cced not be equally crs=dible. Specifically, the 
results suggest that equalizing the probability that each player will wit his 
prize is a more credible notig,m of equity than equalizing each pla:crs’ 
expectd payoff in chips, but not in mom+ Thus information about the 

Iqhus, for cxa3mpk, in the intermediate information condition, a player who suggester that 
the fabmt qreament i 5 to equalize each player’s expected number of chips was invariably a 
player who had tb smd’cr prize in chips than his opponent. 
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(lII81), attempts to develop deduct ce theories of bargain ng based primarily 
on the consequences of individual rationality have met with only limted 
%ucCe!B. 

results is that they suuest m approach 
bargaining theatie. S~~LXU~, if certain 

inkxmation ca-a be incorporated Int 3 a 1 heory of 
ibk to eliminate some of the indeterminacy which 

mot be r~~o!‘c’ed by theories which depend on purely economic 
information, We hope to hprve more to say on this subject in future papers. 
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